
 

Using online learning & support  

to 

develop community health 
nursing skills for health 

equity work 
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The National Collaborating Centre  

for Determinants of Health 

One of six National Collaborating Centres for Public Health in Canada 
 

Our focus 

Social determinants of 

health & health equity 
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Original 2013 project 

• Comprehensive scan of 
online courses 

• Intent 

• Recommended 12 courses 

• Recognized need for a 
national, introductory, 
online course 
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Skills Online 

• Online continuing education for public health professionals/practitioners  

• Content that reflects current public health practice in Canada 

• Learning content that is mapped to the Core Competencies for PH in 

Canada: Release 1.0  http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/php-psp/ccph-

cesp/about_cc-apropos_ce-eng.php   

• Based on adult learning principles 

• Easily accessible online 

• Asynchronous 

• Facilitated 8 week sessions totaling 25-40 hours of work  

– Teams of 8 – 15 inter-professional learners 

– PHAC trained facilitators (public health practitioners) 

• Self-directed modules  
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The 12 recommended courses … 
http://nccdh.ca/resources/

entry/an-environmental-
scan-and-assessment-of-

online-learning-
opportunities 



2015  Decision to develop a HE course  

with Skills Online 

• Updated the online course scan 

• Found 12 more courses 

• Conducted a needs assessment with 
12 key informants 
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Needs assessment: 3 categories of learning needs 
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Knowledge 

Attitude Skills 

 Distinguish an 
inequality from 

an inequity Use an HE tool to 
shift program 

design thinking 

Take cultural 
context into 

account when 
working with 

clients 



Learning goals and objectives drawn from needs assessment 

interviews 

Describe HE concepts 
and pathways through 
which health inequities 
are created and persist 

Identify personal barriers 
and enablers to acting 

effectively to address the 
social inequalities that 

lead to health inequities 

Identify ways that PH 
organizations can build 

capacity for HE work 

Describe what effective 
HE work looks like, at the 

individual level, for 
different employment 
roles and at different 
organizational levels 
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Indigenous Cultural Safety Overview 
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http://www.sanyas.ca/home/video


Post training support 
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Roots of Health Inequity 
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http://www.rootsofhealthinequity.org/ab

out-course.php 

http://www.rootsofhealthinequity.org/
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http://playspent.org

/html/ 



DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE 

COURSES RELATED TO 

“SOFT SKILLS” 
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elearning and “Soft Skills” 

• “Soft Skills”: such as the example of “apply understanding of privilege to 

conversations with clients”   

 

– are not acquired from knowledge alone 

– must be internalized 

– have to be applied in different contexts. 

 

• Learner first acquires knowledge, practices the skill, and then applies skill. 

 

• Can an elearning course accomplish this?  

– Provides resources to understand principles and concepts 

– Illustrates/highlights the differences/impact on the skill can make to practice 

– Identifies key areas to focus on to develop the skill 

– Prepares the learner with “a sound understanding of first principles” 

• Then what? 
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Support  

• The acquisition, mastery and internalization of complex skills requires 

hours of practice.  

• Blended learning:  

– Dedicate a small proportion to acquiring knowledge, and the rest to 

practice/application: demonstration of skill, discussion, reflection, coaching, 

mentoring  

• Integrate the elearning in practice settings: 

• Contextualize via example, simulation and coaching 
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Effective elearning for skills development (1) 

Application of skill to 
practice 

Individual skill 
development  

Training and 
knowledge 
acquisition 
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Effective elearning for skills development (2) 

1. Build the foundation 

• Cultivate base of knowledge 

• Deliver basic principles 

• Offer a variety of formats for delivery 

2. Connect to practice 

• Connect to the application of skill to practice 

• Contextualize via example, simulation and coaching 

3. Reflect on continuous improvement 

• Competence/capability is initiated by knowledge acquisition: theories, 

concepts and principles 

• To maximize the impact, the learner must be ready to take on the responsibility 

for application to practice (integration of skills) 

• Ongoing reflection and reinforcement 
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Source: Tony Sheehan, TrainingZone 



Your experience with online learning 
and attitude change? 
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